
CHEAPER
than off the

Internet!
Calculating the Price of your Leitner eBike!

Cairns-electric-bikes.com.au

$1,229

$180

$0Sold in Box 
Self Assembly

Battery Options
$0

$1,249

$1,109



Battery Options:
Standard 10Ah: 30km (really) range and a minimum of 500 full dis-
charges.  No additional charge

Large 16Ah:  45km range (really) and a minimum of 500 full dis-
charges.  Add $260

‘Long Life’ 10Ah: 30km range but with a minimum of 800 full 
discharge cycles (60% more) vs. the standard battery.  It is more 
resistant to ‘over discharging’ and on every level considered to be 
the ‘safest ’ type of Lithium battery.  Add $100

Recommended Security Options:
AXA Defender: Securely lock you bike in 5 seconds with no chains 
or cables with an AXA Defender!  These permanently mounted locks 
are highly effective stopping over 90% of theft and low cost.  When 
used in conjunction with it ’s matching plug in chain you will eliminate 
99.5% of all bike theft.  Lock from $59 + optional chain from $49

Kryptonite Keeper 785:  Simple, sturdy and reliable with this high 
manganese (for hardening) chain.  Not too heavy!  Add $70

Assembly Options:
Self Assemble: We give it to you in a box so you get a great price and 
you do it at home!  Yes, you still are covered by warranty!  But plan to 
fill your wheelie bin.  Obviously Free!

Basic: Is similar to what a competent handyman would do at 
home.  We take care of receipt of goods, unpacking, waste dis-
posal, fitting of wheels, mudguards, lights, seat posts, pedals, han-
dlebars and factory standard attachments.   Add $75

Intermediate: As with ‘Basic’ but includes the application of lu-
bricants and anti seizing compounds, verification of all fasteners, 
gear indexing, tyre seating, positioning of brake shoes and pads, 
and inspection of the brake rotor trueness.  Free labour charges 
when installing accessories.  Add $150

Advanced: As with ‘Intermediate’, recommended heavy users or heav-
ier users - this plan involves namely the close inspection of the rear 
wheel trueness in which the customer will be issued with a Park Tool 
certificate displaying both before and after wheel tension results and 
diagrams.  The results of which will be permanently recorded by the re-
tailer for the purpose of future comparison if the wheel suffers damage.  
Includes 15% discount for all accessory purchases.  Add $250


